Estrato
Collection

Barcelona
Tile
Style 10392
Color 00200
MODULAR + BROADLOOM

Estrato COLLECTION

SEVILLE TILE
style I0494
color 00500
ARAGON BROADLOOM
style I047
color 00500
MODULAR + BROADLOOM

Estrato collection

VALENCIA TILE

3054 0150
color 0560
MODULAR + BROADLOOM
Estrato COLLECTION

SEVILLE
style: tiles
colors: 6020, 0020
MODULAR + BROADLOOM

Estrato COLLECTION

BARCELONA TILES
style I0492
color 00490

SEVILLE TILES
style I0494
color 00490
The Estrato Signature Series features a total of 21 patterns in three constructions—two broadloom and one tile. Each of the 21 patterns are available in the 10 running line colorways. Orders must be placed for a minimum of 500 square yards per construction in one colorway for the full order with a 50 square yard minimum per pattern.

Subject to standard overages. Contact your Patcraft account manager.
style 42JKR
pattern repeat 24" X 24"
construction MULTI-TUFT
product type 12' BROADLOOM
style 42JKS
pattern repeat 24” X 27”
construction MULTI-TUFT
product type 12’ BROADLOOM
style 42JKT  
pattern repeat 36” X 36”  
construction MULTI-TUFT  
product type 12’ BROADLOOM
MULTI-TUFT BROADLOOM

Estrato Signature Series COLLECTION

style 42JLQ
pattern repeat 12" X 18"
construction MULTI-TUFT
product type 12' BROADLOOM
style 42JLR
pattern repeat 72” X 72”
construction MULTI-TUFT
product type 12’ BROADLOOM
MULTI-TUFT BROADLOOM

Estrato Signature Series COLLECTION

style 42JLS
pattern repeat 18’ X 18’
construction MULTI-TUFT TIP SHEER
product type 12’ BROADLOOM
style 42JLT
pattern repeat 36" X 24"
construction MULTI-TUFT TIP SHEER
product type 12" BROADLOOM
style 42JLV
pattern repeat 24" x 24"
construction MULTI-TUFT TIP SHEER
product type 12' BROADLOOM
TUFTED COLORPOINT BROADLOOM
Estrato Signature Series COLLECTION

style 42JLF
pattern repeat 24” X 33.23”
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 12’ BROADLOOM
TUFTED COLORPOINT BROADLOOM

Estrato Signature Series  COLLECTION

style 42JLG
pattern repeat 72" X 33.23"
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 12' BROADLOOM
style 42JLH
pattern repeat 36" X 41.41"
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 12' BROADLOOM
TUFTED COLORPOINT BROADLOOM

Estrato Signature Series COLLECTION

style 42JLK
pattern repeat 72” X 77.53”
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 12’ BROADLOOM
style **42JLL**

pattern repeat **36” X 40.61”**

construction **TUFTED COLORPOINT**

product type **12’ BROADLOOM**
style 42JLM
pattern repeat 72" X 37.71"
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 12' BROADLOOM
style 42JLN
pattern repeat 36" X 40.61"
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 12' BROADLOOM
style 42JLP
pattern repeat 72" X 60.44"
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 12' BROADLOOM
style 42JKL
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 24" X 24" CARPET TILE
style 42JKN  
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT  
product type 24" X 24" CARPET TILE
style 42JKP
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 24" X 24" CARPET TILE
style 42JKQ
construction TUFTED COLORPOINT
product type 24" X 24" CARPET TILE